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General Remarks
• BSM is a very broad subject


• by spanning new physics models, one span all the possible 
detector requirements (timing, vertexing, energy and angular 
resolution, etc)


• FCCee has NP potential but the driving motivation is precision SM 
measurements


• One cannot motivate the detector cost just by BSM needs


• On the other hand, some “exotic” signature could be covered 
(possibly) at small cost


• We considered here some specific “benchmark”
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New Physics from prompt particle

• Whatever model doesn’t come with exotic signatures


• Typical example: SUSY ewkinos


• Not much to say on this


• a detector capable of precision SM physics would be 
perfect


• Some special care with invisible particles, but that was 
studied already at depth
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Detector design so far
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Outer tracker/
μ detector⎨

Magnet
Dual readout calorimeter

Preshower

(as we understood it…)



Invisible & tracker
• Detector resolution goals could be benchmarked with BSM sensitivity


• Used H-> invisible decays to study impact of tracking resolution vs 
energy spread
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Table 1 Discovery and exclusion reach for invisible decays of the
Higgs boson for 3.5ab�1 of data acquisition at FCC-ee .

BR95%limit BR5s

CMS-like 0.92±0.32% 2.5±0.3%
ILD-like 0.63±0.22% 1.7±0.1%

LHC bounds currently available and remains competitive
with the reach of planned direct detection experiments for
DM masses smaller than about 10 GeV.
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Appendix A: Comparison between CMS-like and
ILD-like designs

The numerical results shown in Sec. 5 shows that an ILD-
like detector design allows to improve by ⇡ 50% the results
of a CMS-like detector. This improvement has two causes:
(i) the better tracking resolution reduces the width of the
Mmiss signal peak; (ii) the ILD-like reconstruction benefits
of a larger efficiency for the lepton reconstruction and iden-
tification.

In this appendix, we discuss briefly the impact of the
tracking resolution on the Mmiss signal distribution. In an
ideal situation, one would push for the best possible track-
ing resolution. On the other hand, in final states like the one
considered in this study the experimental resolution also de-
pends on the knowledge of the collision energy. At a high-
luminosity e+e�collider, beam-beam interactions introduce
an energy spread which randomizes the electron and positron
momenta. The typical spread is quite small (0.2%) and when
computing the missing mass with a CMS-like detector this
effect is not visible in the missing mass resolution. However,
the energy spread becomes a limiting factor if one pushes
the tracking resolution at the high-precision expected for the
ILD-like design.

To show the interplay between tracking resolution and
energy spread, we compare in Fig. 7 the Mmiss distribution
in three scenarios: (i) an ILD-like detector taking data at
an e+e�collider with no energy spread; (ii) the same ILD-
like detector taking data at the FCC-ee, collider with energy
spread 0.17% per beam, resulting in 0.12% on the total en-
ergy; a CMS-like detector, taking data at the FCC-ee includ-
ing the energy spread. As the figure shows, introducing the

energy spread in the simulation deteriorates substantially the
resolution of the Mmiss signal peak of an ILD-like detector.
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Fig. 7 Mmiss distribution for different configurations of tracking res-
olution and beam energy spread: (i) an ILD-like detector taking data
at an ideal e+e�collider with no energy spread; (ii) the same ILD-like
detector taking data at the FCC-ee, collider with beam energy spread
0.17%, hence 0.12% on the total energy; a CMS-like detector, taking
data at the FCC-ee.
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For comparison, the corresponding results for a CMS-
like detector and using the same integrated luminosity are:

BRlim95%@CMS = 0.92± (0.30)stat%

BR5s @CMS = 2.5± (0.2)stat% .

These limits on BR(H ! inv) are at least an order of
magnitude better than the projected precision reachable with
the completion of HL-LHC (see tab.2 in [35]).

These results can be compared to those presented in ref-
erence [16]: at ILC, using 250 fb�1 at 240 GeV, a branch-
ing fraction of 3.5% can be excluded at 95% confidence in
the leptonic channel alone and a branching fraction of 0.9%
can be exclude at 95% using also the hadronic Z decays. At
CEPC with 0.5 ab�1 a branching fraction of 0.9% can be ex-
cluded [17] at 95% confidence using leptonic and hadronic
Z decays.

5.2 Expected sensitivity to Higgs Portal models of Dark
Matter

Under the assumption of SM production cross section, ex-
perimental upper limit on the H !inv branching fraction
can be used to set a limit on DM-nucleon scattering cross
section. This allows to compare the FCC-ee sensitivity to
that of direct-detection experiments underground [24–31],
limited to the specific framework of the Higgs portal model,
in which DM particles couple to SM particles only through
a H exchange.

The value of BR(H ! inv) is related to the GInv by the
relation

BRinv =
GInv

GSM +GInv

where GSM = 4.07 MeV. Assuming that the DM candidate
has a mass Mc < mH/2, a value for GInv can be directly trans-
lated into a value for the spin-independent DM-nucleon elas-
tic cross section, according to the following relation (see [32]) :

sSI
S�N =

4GInv

m3
Hv2b

m4
N f 2

N
(Mc +mN)2 (2)

where a scalar (S) DM candidate is assumed (a vector or
fermionic case have also been considered but the scalar case
is the only one derived from a Lagrangian fully renormaliz-
able, see again [32]). In the equation 2, mN = 0.939 GeV is
the average nucleon mass,

p
2v = 246 GeV is the H vacuum

expectation value and b =
q

1�4M2
c/mH 2. The quantity

fN parameterizes the Higgs-nucleon coupling. The nominal
values fN = 0.326 is taken from lattice calculations [33],
while the range found for fN by the MILC Collaboration [34],
0.260 < fN < 0.629, is used to estimate a corresponding un-
certainty range.

Following this procedure, the upper limit on BR(H !
inv) discussed in Sec. 5.1 is translated into a bound on the

DM-nucleon cross section. An improvements of about two
orders of magnitude is expected with respect to the current
bounds from H ! inv searches at the LHC [11, 12], with 3.5
ab�1 of FCC-ee run.

Figure 6 shows the comparison of the bound on the DM-
nucleon cross section obtained with 3.5 ab�1 of FCC-ee run
with the reach of planned direct detection experiments, such
as XENONnT (the upgrade of XENON1T), LZ and DAR-
WIN, which has been elaborated from [36]. Note that in the
comparison we adopt confidence limits of 90% as done by
the other experiments. The FCC-ee sensitivity would remain
competitive for DM masses smaller than 10 GeV
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Fig. 6 Bounds on DM - nucleon cross section limits that can be set
after 3.5 ab�1 of data acquisition at FCC-ee with an ILD-like detec-
tor compared to the projection of underground direct detection experi-
ments

6 Summary

Assuming an integrated luminosity of 3.5ab�1 for FCC-ee atp
s = 240 GeV with an ILD-like and a CMS-like detector,

we evaluate the discovery and exclusion reach for invisible
decays of the Higgs boson. The analysis is based on a tem-
plate fit, in which the signal and background distributions
are assumed to be well known from accurate detector simu-
lations and studies of data control samples. The results are
summarized in Table 1.

The limit of Table 1 are translated into the expected bound
on DM-nucleon cross section within the framework of Higgs-
portal models. The FCC-ee sensitivity projects to an im-
provement by two orders of magnitude with respect to the



Displaced vertices
• Displaced vertices arise in many BSM scenarios with 

long living particles


• Compressed SUSY

• Right-handed neutrinos

• Higgs decays to dark sector


• Experimentally challenging


• keep high tracking efficiency with large 
displacement


• How important is the outer tracking (μ stations)?


• Favourable S/B


• Higher cost?


• Lifetime distribution still peaks at small 
displacements
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Displaced vertices
• Assessing the sensitivity requires some 

detector simulation


• Need displaced signatures in FASTSIM codes


• Could assume tracking performances (e.g. 
from LHC experiments)


• Neglect detector background (realistic 
@e+e- collider)


• Study physics reach vs efficiency/resolution 
model


• Then translate efficiency/resolution model into 
a detector design
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Displaced vertices
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• Preliminary study with (strong) simplification


• Perfect efficiency model for displaced tracks 
(= prompt tracks)


• Based on Delphes CMS Phase II geometry


• No attempt to emulate detector backgrounds


• Simple analysis


• No displaced vertexing attempted


• “Robust” variable to quantify displacement


• Result in pessimistic limit (i.e., we should have 
better limits)

(D. Douqa, NMS CERN Summer student 2016)




Displaced vertices
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• Use robust quantity to assess 
sensitivity (min observed 
displacement for tracks in the 
event, probing the presence of 
prompt tracks)


• Not exploring at best the 
displacement 


• better options would be vtx 
displacement significance, etc


• Need a full reconstruction 
framework for that (or tuned 
smearing functions)


• A starting point, to be improved in 
the future

(D. Douqa, NMS CERN 
Summer student 2016)


e+e- → HZ H→hh  Z→ll

h→bb (displaced)  




Other track-related signatures
• Good tracking performances at the 

peripherals of the inner tracker 
guarantees sensitivity to other 
weird signatures


• kinks / stopping tracks / tracks 
swapping sign


• To improve bkg rejection and 
characterize a potential signal, it 
would be good to have PID


• dE/dx in silicon & drift chamber
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Very light resonances
• Growing interest on dark photon 

models


• massive photons that decays to 
lepton pairs


• mass could be anywhere


• For small couplings, could become 
long living
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• No experimental challenge above 10 GeV


• long living -> displaced vtx (see previous slides)


• very light mass could bring resolution challenges


• A large tracking volume in this case could 
help to measure angular distance (see LHCb in 
next slide)



Sensitivity study: LHCb example
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• Feasibility study done for 
LHCb


• Assumed performances for 
LHCb tracking and mass 
resolution


• Exploit at best the essence of 
LHCb (long spectrometer)


• We could repeat this study to 
asses sensitivity vs detector 
performances

https://arxiv.org/pdf/1603.08926v2.pdf


Out-of-time neutral particles
• Ongoing R&D for fast timing detectors 

for HL-LHC


• Aim to ~10 ps resolution


• Such a device, integrated in the FCCee 
detector, would serve as a ToF for out-
of-time particles


• displaced photons from the displaced 
decay of heavy neutral objects (e.g., 
χ02 → χ01 γ)


• heavy neutral stable particles
13



Conclusions
• A detector tuned for precision physics is excellent to look for “plain” 

BSM models


• A few key features could extend physics reach to exotic scenarios


• Large tracker volume

• Fast timing (with the calorimeter preshower used as time of flight?)

• dE/dx for PID in the inner tracker

• Good tracking efficiency in the external part of the inner tracker

• A large volume for outer tracker


• Identified a few benchmark scenarios to study physics reach vs 
detector performances


• Will set goals for the fine-tuning of the detector design
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